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Abstract— BGP is traditionally configured to implement traffic
engineering objectives without considering potential network
dynamics. This might result in undesirable traffic distribution
when network failures occur. In this paper, we present algorithms
for interdomain traffic engineering that achieve the interdomain
traffic engineering objectives under network failures. That is, we
aim to configure routing policies so that traffic is distributed
evenly. More importantly, the configuration is robust in the
sense that it is able to achieve the specified traffic engineering
goals despite network failures. We first investigate the coarse-
grained robust configurations. The derived configuration can
achieve optimal robust traffic engineering objectives for most
network failures. Further, we develop a greedy algorithm to
derive robust BGP configuration for any traffic distribution and
link capacities. We use simulations to evaluate the robustness
of the derived BGP configurations by applying the algorithm to
both transit and stub ASs under realistic traffic demands. Our
results show that the derived BGP configurations can improve
the default configuration significantly in terms of achieving the
robust traffic engineering objectives. Furthermore, our algorithm
achieves robust traffic engineering goals without diminishing
other routing objectives.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Internet is divided into more than 20,000 indepen-
dently administrated Autonomous Systems (ASs). The interior
Gateway Protocols (IGPs) maintain and exchange routing
information within each AS, while BGP (Border Gateway
Protocol) [22] is thede facto interdomain routing protocol
interconnecting the ASs. One of the key features of BGP is the
policy-based routing. Routing policies are specified in order to
conform to the contractual agreements between ASs, as well
as to achieve traffic engineering goals of an AS. However,
specifying high-level goals such as traffic engineering are
challenging. The primitive BGP configuration language is not
expressive enough for fulfilling high-level routing objectives
[13]. Further, BGP configurations are typically specified with-
out considering the potential network failures or dynamics.
However, network failures are part of the daily routines in
the Internet [16]. For example, Bonaventureet al observed
9452 eBGP link failures in three months in a transit ISP
and 82% of them lasted no more than 3 minutes [4]. The
network dynamics are so frequent and transient that it is
infeasible to adjust BGP configurations whenever a network
failure happens. Nonetheless, failing to adapt to the changing
network states might degrade network performance and even
make some networks unreachable.

In this paper, we explore the potential of BGP routing
policy specification to be robust to the network failures while
preserving the interdomain traffic engineering goals. More
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Fig. 1. Example topology

specifically, we derive BGP configurations that are able to
balance load at AS egress links during the occurrence of
egress link failures. We formulate the robust interdomain
traffic engineering problem as an optimization problem which
minimizes the maximal link load and the maximal load differ-
ence among egress links given any combination of the failures
of a small number of links. We present algorithms for deriving
the robust BGP configuration for various settings. The major
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We formulate the coarse-grained interdomain traffic engi-
neering as a combinatorial problem and analytically show
that the optimally robust configuration can be derived if
no more than two egress links fail simultaneously.

• We develop a greedy algorithm to derive BGP configura-
tion robust to egress link failures for the general settings
with any traffic demands and egress link capacities. The
simulation results show that the configuration derived
by our algorithm outperform the default configurations
significantly. More importantly, the solutions not only
achieve the robust traffic engineering goals but also pre-
serve the constraints imposed by other routing objectives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem of
robust interdomain traffic engineering is formulated in Section
2. We derive the robust configurations for coarse-grained load
balancing in Section 3. Section 4 provides a greedy algorithm
that derives the robust BGP configurations for any traffic
demands and link capacities. Simulations are also performed in
Section 4 to evaluate the performance of the greedy algorithm.
The related work is reviewed in Section 5. Finally, section 6
concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first use a simple example to show the necessity and
complexity to achieve robust egress interdomain traffic engi-
neering. As shown in Figure 1, prefixes1, 2, 3 and4 are four



prefixes hosting some popular content providers. ASA wants
to distribute its traffic to them among the four egress linksAB,
AC, AD andAE respectively. Suppose that the traffic demand
to each to the four destinations is approximatelyd and each
egress links is able to accommodate traffic demand2d. If there
is no link failure, the load balancing configuration is trivial.
That is, each destination is assigned to a different egress link.
However, suppose that some links fail, if we want to maintain
the reachability to the prefixes and also ensure that the links are
not overloaded and preserve the load balancing among the rest
of the links, we need to be careful to configure the alternative
egress links for each destination prefix. For example, suppose
the four prefixes1, 2, 3 and4 are assigned toAB, AC, AD
and AE respectively. In order to bear the failure of any two
links, we should assign each of the four prefixes a backup
egress link, e.g.AC, AD, AE and AB respectively, and a
second backup link, e.g.AD, AE, AB andAC respectively.
However, this configuration does not ensure load balancing
for any two link failure. For example, ifAD and AE fail
at the same time, linkAB will be overloaded. Instead, if
we set the first alternative egress links for1, 2, 3 and 4 to
AC, AB, AE andAD and the second alternative egress links
for 2, 3 and 4 to AE, AB and AC, no link will become
overloaded for any one or two egress link failure (note that
if both AB and AC failed, prefix 1 would be unreachable).
This example shows that, to some extents, we can achieve the
robust traffic engineering goals by carefully ranking the egress
links for each prefix. However, it is not trivial to do so even
in a toy setting like this example. Therefore, it is worthy of
exploring the systematic methodologies to derive the robust
configurations preserving the interdomain traffic engineering
goals during network failures.

In this paper, we formally propose the problem of deriving
the BGP configuration that achieve interdomain traffic engi-
neering goals despite transient egress link failures. Meanwhile,
Nucci et al formulate the robust IGP configurations for in-
tradomain traffic in [17].

A. Problem Settings and Constraints

At first, we present the input of the problem.
Formally, suppose that an AS hasm egress links, denoted

by E = {1, . . . ,m}, and it distributes the outbound traffic to
n destination prefixesP = {1, . . . , n} in other ASs over these
egress links. Each linki has a link capacityci and each prefix
j has a traffic demanddj . The link capacity vector forE and
the traffic demand vector forP are represented byC andD

respectively.
Due to network topology constraints and the AS’s im-

port/export routing policies, the routes to a prefixj might not
be available at some egress links. The set of prefixes which are
reachable through egress linki is denoted byPi ⊂ P; the set
of egress links where the route of prefixj present is denoted
by setEj ⊂ E. Meanwhile, due to the constraints from certain
routing policies and routing optimization objectives, such as
the class-based routing [10], the geographic-constrainedrout-
ing or the min-cost routing [5], for a destinationj, its available

TABLE I

L IST OF NOTATIONS

P the set of destination prefixes
E the set of egress links
D the traffic demands of the prefixes
C the link capacities of the egress links
A the route availability constraint
Gj the configuration for prefixj
G the configuration for all prefixes,G = (G1, . . . ,Gn)
Ri the set of prefixes routed through linki
F the set of failed links,F ∈ 2E

Ri/F the set of prefixes routed through linki given the failure of
links in F

ui/F the link utilization of link i given the failure of links inF,
ui/F =

P

s∈Ri/F
ds/ci

Rs,i the set of prefixes switching from linki to link s after the
failure of i

n the number of prefixes inP
m the number of egress links inE
k the number of failed links,k = |F|

α, β n = αm + β
α′, α′′ α = α′(m − 1) + α′′

ω the link utilization bound,max ui/F ≤ ω
δ the balance bound,max |ui/F − uj/F| ≤ δ

egress links might have been partially sorted. For example,for
a destinationj on the east coast, the egress links on the east
coast, saya, b andc, are superior to those on the west coast,
say d and e. In this case, the available egress links ofj is
represented by a partially ordered setE

>
j = {(a, b, c), (d, e)},

where the links in the same parenthesis are ranked same but
superior to those in the parentheses to its right. Thetypical
routing policy is another example, in which an AS prefers its
customer routes over its peer routes, which are then preferred
over its provider routes. Theroute availability constraintis
represented byA = {E>

1 , . . . ,E>
n }. The route availability

constraint encodes the ranking and filtering of the routes as
an input of the problem and enables the solutions not only
achieve the goal of robust traffic engineering but also comply
with the constraints imposed by other routing policies and
optimization objectives.

B. Robust Interdomain Traffic Engineering Objectives

Next, we identify the objectives of robust interdomain traffic
engineering.

Suppose that the set of prefixes whose traffic is routed
through egress linki is Ri. The link utilization of i is
defined asui =

∑

s∈Ri
ds/ci. One of the natural and intuitive

objective for interdomain traffic engineering is to minimize
the maximal utilization of all egress links (calledmin-max-
utilization objective), i.e. to find a minimizedω such that
ui ≤ ω,∀i ∈ E. Further, load-balancing is another more
sophisticated objective, which is to find a minimizedδ such
that |ui − uj | ≤ δ,∀i, j ∈ E. δ is calledbalance boundand
represent the minimal difference of the link utilization across
links. Some other routing optimization objectives, such asmin-
cost routing within an AS [5], have already been encoded as a
constraint of the problem. The ultimate goal of robust egress
interdomain traffic engineering is to derive BGP configurations
that ensure the min-max-utilization and the load-balancing for
the minimizedω andδ in spite of network failures.
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Although network failures are ubiquitous in the Internet,
from the perspective of interdomain traffic engineering, we
would rather focus on the failures of the egress interdomain
links of the examined AS. The interdomain traffic engineering
usually operates in a coarse-grained level and mainly deal with
the ”elephant” traffic to the popular destinations. Majority of
the network failures taking place outside of the egress links
have almost negligible impact on the traffic on the egress links.
Besides, the impact of large scale network failures outsideof
the egress links on the egress interdomain traffic are usually
equivalent to or less significant than those caused by the
complete egress link failures. For example, in terms of the
min-max-utilization objective, the impact of the egress link
failures is the worst case. Accordingly, we model the network
failures as the sets of failed egress links.

Formally, suppose that the egress links in a link setF ∈ 2E

fail, where2E denotes the power set ofE. After the failure, the
set of prefixes routed through a linki ∈ E−F is represented
by Ri/F. Accordingly, the link utilization ofi is denoted by
ui/F =

∑

s∈Ri/F
ds/ci. Obviously, if F

′ ⊆ F, for a link
i ∈ E−F, Ri/F′ ⊆ Ri/F because the failures of the links in
F − F

′ cannot trigger the prefixes inRi/F′ to shift to other
links. The goal of robust interdomain traffic engineering isto
find min ω andmin δ such that the inequality (1) and (2) hold
for ∀i, j ∈ E,∀F ∈ 2E.

(Min-max-utilization ) min ω, s.t. ui/F ≤ ω (1)

(Load-balancing) min δ, s.t. |ui/F − uj/F| ≤ δ (2)

In this way, the robust interdomain traffic engineering prob-
lem is model as a two-objective optimization problem. The
problem is very hard. Even the problem of robust min-max-
utilization or robust load-balancing alone isNP-Complete.
First, the subproblem of robust min-max-utilization whenF =
∅ is NP-Complete, which can be proved by showing that it is
not only NP but also reducible from the knownNP-Complete
problem Bin-Packing. In parallel, the sub-problem of robust
load-balancing whenF = ∅ is alsoNP-Complete because it
is not only NP but also a generalization of the knownNP-
Complete problem PARTITION [12]. Therefore, we need to
simplify the problem.

Although we already shrink the network failure cases into
those of egress links, there are still too many cases to be
handled. Fortunately, the prevalent heavy-tail distribution in
the Internet saves us from considering all possible egress link
failure cases. According to the existing network failure mea-
surement results [4], [16], [33], the possibility that multiple
egress links fail simultaneously is extremely small. Actually,
the one or two egress link failure cases already account for
the majority. Thus, we focus on the configurations robust to
the common one or two egress link failures mainly.

Further, the objectives of min-max-utilization and load-
balancing is compatible to each other. Note that a balance
bound δ satisfies inequality (2) also gives inequality (1) a
sub-optimalωSUB = maxF ūF + δ, where maxF ūFūF =
maxF

∑

j∈P
dj/

∑

i∈E−F
ci. Obviously, maxF ūF is a con-

stant if |F| ≤ 2. Also, for the optimalωOPT , we have

1 2 3 4
AB AC AD AC
AC AB AE AD
ǫ AD AB AC

Fig. 2. 2/1-configuration for ASA in Figure 1

ωOPT ≥ maxF ūF, which implies thatωSUB − ωOPT ≤ δ.
Thus, a minimizedδ for the load-balancing objective also
provides a sub-optimally minimized upper boundωSUB for
the maximal link utilizationω for the min-max-utilization
objective. Therefore, we will mainly focus on solving the
robust load balancing problem in the rest of the paper.

C. BGP Configuration Representation

As shown in the example in Figure 1, the outcome of
the robust traffic engineering problem is the ranking of the
available egress links for each prefix. We use an ordered vector
of egress links to represent the configuration for a prefix and
use a matrix composed of the ordered egress link vectors to
represent the configuration for all the prefixes.

The configuration for a prefixj is represented by an ordered
vertical vector of egress linksGj = (ej1, ej2, . . . )

T , and
eji ∈ Ej , sorted in the descending order of preferences. The
first oneej1 is the default egress link for prefixj. Onceej1

is unavailable, prefixj will switch to the second choiceej2

if this link is available. If ej2 is unavailable,j will witch
to the next available egress link and so forth. Apparently, if
s 6= t, ejs 6= ejt. Note that if the egress links forj are
given by a partially orderedE>

j , the configurationGj has
to comply with the partial order. Also, ifk out of m egress
links fail simultaneously, the size of the configurationGj must
be no less thank + 1. However, due to the route availability
constraint, it is possible that the number of available egress
links |Ei| is less thank + 1. In order to get a configuration
of more thank, we introduce an empty linkǫ to ”pad” the
configurationGj such that|Gj | > k even if |Ej | ≤ k. In
this case, if all the links to prefixj fail at the same time,
prefix j will switch to an ”empty” link ǫ, which means that
prefix j becomes unreachable. Note that ifejk 6= ǫ, then
ej1, . . . , ej(k−1) 6= ǫ either. That is, except that all of its
available egress links fail, the reachability of prefixj is always
guaranteed by the configuration. For alln prefixes inP, the
configuration fork egress link failures is a matrix of egress
links links G = (G1, . . . ,Gn) of sizer×n, wherer ≥ k+1.

Definition 1 (k/δ-robust configuration):Given an AS with
m egress linksE and a configurationG for n destination
prefixesP under the route availability constraintA. If the
inequality (2) holds for the given balanced boundδ before
and after the failures of links in anyF with |F| = k, the
configurationG is said to beδ-balanced for anyk link failure;
if the configurationG is δ-balanced fort link failure and
t = 0, 1, . . . , k, the configuration is said to bek/δ-robust.

A k/δ-robust configuration should be a matrix of sizer×n,
wherer ≥ k + 1. Definition 1 also implies that ak/δ-robust
configuration is also(k − 1)/δ-robust and so on.

Following the above definition and representations, Figure2
gives an example representation of a2/1-robust configuration
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1 2 3 . . . i . . . n − 1 n
1 2 3 . . . i . . . n − 1 n
3 4 5 . . . i + 2 . . . 1 2
2 3 4 . . . i + 1 . . . n 1

Fig. 3. Circulant scheme of2/1-robust configuration forn = m

for AS A in Figure 1 (withci = dj = 1 for all i, j). For AS
A, the loads on its4 egress links are always1-balanced for
any no more than two link failures. And also, the min-max-
utilization objective is also satisfied forω = 2 for any no more
than two link failures.

III. C OARSE-GRAINED ROBUST TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

Interdomain traffic engineering normally concerns the in-
terdomain traffic to the ”popular” destinations [9]. In this
granularity, the subtle difference of traffic demands to different
destinations and in capacities of different egress links is
not very important and can be omitted. At the same time,
these popular prefixes usually have such rich connectivity that
they are reachable through almost any egress link equally,
i.e. nearly no route availability constraint presents for these
prefixes. Formally, for the coarse-grained robust traffic en-
gineering problem, for any prefixi ∈ E, j ∈ P, ci = 1,
dj = 1 and Ej = E. Accordingly, the link utilization of an
egress link is equal to the number of prefixes routed through
it, i.e. ui/F = |Ri/F|. Therefore, the robust traffic engineering
objectives can be simplified as:

{

|Ri/F| ≤ ω
∣

∣|Ri/F| − |Rj/F|
∣

∣ ≤ δ
,∀F ∈ 2E,∀i, j ∈ E − F. (3)

Obviously, in this settingω andδ are integers. We will show
that if the number of prefixes and egress links are equal, there
always exists a2/1-robust configuration for any link failures
F with |F| ≤ 2. Further, there always exists a2/2-robust
configuration for any number of prefixes and egress links for
any link failuresF with |F| ≤ 2. And these results are the
optimal solutions for the robust load-balancing objective. At
the same time, for the robust min-max-utilization objective,
the resulting configurations also achieve the optimal link
utilization upper boundωOPT .

A. Same number of prefixes and links

Our discussion of the simplest setting, in whichn = m,
begins with several schemes of2/1-robust configurations, then
demonstrates that we cannot derive anyk/1-robust configura-
tion if k > 2 andn = m > 5.

1) 2/1-robust configuration: A 2/1-robust configuration
can be implemented for anyn = m. There are several feasible
schemes.

Figure 3 shows acirculant schemeof a 2/1-robust config-
uration. In this configuration, suppose two linksi and j fail
and i < j. If j − i = 2, prefix i will switch from link i to
link i + 1 (mod n) and prefixj will switch from link j to
link j + 2 (mod n). ∵ j − i = 2,∴ i + 1 = j − 1 6= j + 2
(mod n) (j > 3). Otherwise, prefixi will switch from link
i to link i + 2 (mod n) and prefixj will switch from link j

. . . 2i − 1 2i . . . n − 2 n − 1 n

. . . 2i − 1 2i . . . n − 2 n − 1 n

. . . 2i 2i − 1 . . . n − 1 n n − 2

. . . 2i + 1 2i + 2 . . . 1 2 2

Fig. 4. 2-block scheme of2/1-robust configuration forn = m

to link j + 2 (mod n). ∵ j = i,∴ i + 2 6= j + 2 (mod n).
Therefore, the configuration shown in Figure 3 is2/1-robust.

Figure 4 shows another scheme of a2/1-robust configura-
tion, called a2-block scheme. In this configuration, then links
are divided into⌊n/2⌋ blocks. Each block has2 or 3 links.
In a two link block, if one of the links in a block fails, the
prefix of the failed link switches to the other link in the same
block. If both links in a two link block fail, the two prefixes
shift to another two links in one of the other blocks. Ifn is
odd, there is a block that contains3 links the configuration
of which is shown in the last3 columns in Figure 4. If one
of the links fails, the prefix of this link switches to another
link in the this block; if two links fail at the same time, one
of the prefix switches to a link outside of the block and the
other one switches to the third link in this block. Therefore,
the configuration shown in Figure 4 is also2/1-robust.

Note that2/1-robust configuration is the best solution we
can get for no more than2 link failure cases asδ is an integer
andδ ≥ 1 if n = m andn > 5 for k ≤ 2.

2) k/1-robust configuration:Although several schemes of
the 2/1-configuration can be found for then = m case, no
k/1-robust configuration can be constructed ifk > 2 andn =
m > 5.

Theorem 1:If n = m and n > 5, a 3/1-robust configura-
tion cannot be implemented.

Before we prove Theorem 1, we first prove the following
lemma.

Lemma 1: If n = m, in a 2/1-robust configuration,∀i 6= j,
eik 6= ejk, wherek = 1, 2.

Proof: It is trivial to show thatei1 6= ej1, ∀i 6= j.
Otherwise the configuration is even not1-balanced when there
is no link failure. Then we showei2 6= ej2,∀i 6= j by
contradiction. Assume that∃i 6= j such thatei2 = ej2.
Becauseei1 6= ei2, ej1 6= ej2 and ei1 6= ej1, the failure of
links ei1 andej1 will shift 3 prefixes to linkei2 (ej2), which
is not 1-balanced.

The proof of Theorem 1 is as follows.
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that we can

always find3 links whose failure leads to a2-balanced con-
figuration. Because3/1-robust implies2/1-robust, according
to Lemma 1,eik 6= ejk, i = j, k = 1, 2. We also know that
ei1 6= ei2 and ej1 6= ej2. For prefix i, becauseei1 6= ei2,
assume that linkei1 and ei2 fail, prefix i will switch to link
ei3. Then becauseei2 6= ej2,∀i 6= j, there must exist a prefix
j such thatej2 = ei3. If ej1 = ei2, we can find another link
k, such thatek1 6= ei1 6= ei2(ej1), then the failure of links
ei1, ej1(ei2) and ek1 will lead to a 2-balanced configuration
in which both prefixesi andj switch to the same egress link
ei3(ej2). If ej1 6= ei2, the failure of linksei1, ei2 andej1 will
lead to a 2-balanced configuration in which both prefixesi
and j switch to the same egress linkei3.
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According to Theorem 1 and Definition 1, we have the
following corollary.

Corollary 1: A k/1-robust configuration cannot be imple-
mented ifk ≥ 3 andn = m > 5.

B. Any number of prefixes and links

In this section, we investigate the scenario wheren andm
are arbitrary numbers. We first derive a2/2-robust configura-
tion incrementally. Then we will show that a better configu-
ration for the cases with no more than2 failed links, namely
a 2/1-robust configurations, cannot always be constructed. In
other words,2/2-robust configuration is also optimal in this
setting in the sense that it can always be implemented.

1) 2/2-robust configuration:
a) 0/1-robust configuration:Becausen can be written

as n = αm + β, where α ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ β < m, if the
configuration ensures1-balanced load balancing when there
is no link failure, then prefixes should be evenly distributed
among them links such that there areβ links which haveα+1
prefixes each andm − β links each of which hasα prefixes.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the configuration
ensures the firstm − β links haveα prefixes each and these
links are calledαlink. The restβ links haveα + 1 links each
and these links are calledα+link. Note that this scheme is the
only way to construct a1-balanced configuration for the no
link failure case.

For any linki, if i is anαlink, |Ri| = α; if i is anα+link,
|Ri| = α+1. Therefore, given any two linksi andj, i 6= j, we
have|Ri/∅|− |Rj/∅| ≤ 1, i.e. the configuration is1-balanced.

b) 1/1-robust configuration:We further rewriten asn =
[α′(m − 1) + α′′]m + β, whereα = α′(m − 1) + α′′, α′ ≥ 0
and0 ≤ α′′ < m− 1. If the configuration ensures1-balanced
load balancing when one link fails, the prefixes of the failed
link need to be evenly distributed among the remainingm−1
links. A feasible scheme is that the firstα′(m−1) prefixes be
distributed among the otherm − 1 links such that each link
is assigned withα′ prefixes. Suppose that the failed link is an
αlink. If α′′ ≤ m − β − 1, the remainingα′′ prefixes can be
distributed among the otherm−β−1 αlinks; if α′′ > m−β−1,
the firstm−β−1 of theα′′ prefixes can be placed on the other
m−β−1 αlinks and the restα′′−(m−β−1) = α′′−m+β+1
links be placed among theβ α+ links. In parallel, suppose
that the failed link is anα+link. If α′′ + 1 ≤ m − β, i.e.
α′′ ≤ m−β−1, after the firstα′(m−1) prefixes are assigned,
the remainingα′′+1 prefixes should be distributed among the
m−β αlinks; if α′′+1 > m−β, the firstm−β prefixes should
be placed on them−β αlinks and the restα′′+1−(m−β) =
α′′ − m + β + 1 prefixes are placed among the otherβ − 1
α+links.

If we use termRs,i to represent the difference of the
prefixes on link s before and after the failure of linki,
i.e. Rs,i = Rs/{i} − Rs/∅. The above1/1-robust prefix
assignment ensures the following properties: If any linki fails,
for any other two distinct links andt,

∣

∣|Rs/{i}|−|Rt/{i}|
∣

∣ ≤ 1
and

∣

∣|Rs,i| − |Rt,i|
∣

∣ ≤ 1.

c) 2/2-robust configuration:We will show that on the
basis of the above1/1-robust configuration, a2/2-robust
configuration can be constructed.

Since the configuration has already been1/1-robust, the first
two rows of the configuration matrixG have been determined.
Our task is to determine the third row of the configuration
matrix G. Suppose that two linksi and j fail, we use a
prefix set Pij to represent a set of special prefixes which
are originally appointed to linki (or j) before the failure
and would switch to linkj (or i) as the first choice after
the link failure, i.e.Pij = {p|(ep1 = i ∧ ep2 = j) ∨ (ep1 =
j∧ep2 = i)}. These prefixes are the only prefixes whose third
row of the configuration needs to be determined. Since they
can be arbitrarily arranged, we do not consider these prefixes
at the beginning. For the other prefixes, afteri and j fail,
their alternate links have been determined by the first two
rows of the1/1-robust configuration. Since the arrangement
of these prefixes has been fixed, the balance bound of the
resulting prefix arrangement determines the upper bound of
the final balance bound. We will show that the resulting
prefix assignment is2-balanced as follows. Without loss of
generality, we assume that linki fail first thenj follow. Given
any other two distinct linkss andt, both of which are not equal
to i or j, after the failure ofi,

∣

∣|Rs/{i}|− |Rt/{i}|
∣

∣ ≤ 1. Then
after the failure ofj, we have
∣

∣|Rs/{i,j}| − |Rt/{i,j}|
∣

∣ =
∣

∣|Rs/{i} ∪ Rs,j | − |Rt/{i} ∪ Rt,j |
∣

∣

=
∣

∣(|Rs/{i}| + |Rs,j |) − (|Rt/{i}| + |Rt,j |)
∣

∣

≤
∣

∣|Rs/{i}| − |Rt/{i}|
∣

∣ +
∣

∣|Rs,j | − |Rt,j |
∣

∣ ≤ 2.

Therefore, the balance bound is2.
Finally, we consider the prefixes inPij . Since they can be

arbitrarily arranged, we arrange these prefixes one by one in
such a way that each of them is assigned to one of the links that
have the least number of prefixes. Since we always increase
mins 6=i,j |Rs/{i,j}| while maxt6=i,j |Rt/{i,j}| keeps constant,
the balance boundδ = max |Rs/{i,j}| − min |Rt/{i,j}| will
not grow. Therefore, the balance bound of the resulting con-
figuration is guaranteed no more than2.

2) 2/1-robust configuration:We will show that2/1-robust
configurations cannot be derived for arbitraryn and m. It
depends on the relationship betweenn andm.

Suppose two links fail, according to the1/1-robust con-
figuration for the one link failure case, the firstα′(m − 1)
prefixes have been evenly distributed. Thus, the balance bound
is decided by the arrangement of the remainingα′′ or α′′ + 1
prefixes ifα′′ ≤ m−β − 1, or the remainingα′′ +1−m+β
links if α′′ > m − β − 1.

As shown in Figure 5, letγ represent the maximal number
of overlapped links that the remainingα′′ or α′′ + 1 or α′′ +
1−m + β prefixes of any two failed links switch to, we have
the following theorem.

Theorem 2:If α′′ ≤ m−β−1 and2α′′−γ+2α′ < m−β+2
or α′′ > m−β−1 and2(α′′ +1−m+β)−γ +2α′ < β−2,
there is no1-balanced configuration for any two link failure.

Proof: We first consider the situation whereα′′ ≤ m −
β − 1. Note that, for any link failure, the remainingα′′ or
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Fig. 5. Illustration of prefix overlapping after the failureof two links

α′′+1 prefixes have to be placed among the firstm−β αlinks.
Assume that the two failed links areαlinks, there are2α′′−γ
links among the firstm−β αlinks being occupied with one or
two prefix from the remainingα′′ prefixes of each of the two
failed links. Also, note that there are2α′ ”free” prefixes that
were initially assigned to the links that are now failed. These
2α′ prefixes can be assigned to any links to balance the prefix
distribution. If 2α′′−γ +2α′ < m−β−2, there exist at least
one link that is assignedα +2α′ prefixes, but those links that
have the overlapped prefixes haveα+2α′ +2 prefixes, which
lead to a balance boundδ ≥ 2. Similarly, we can prove the
other cases where the two failed links are bothα+links, or
one is anαlink and the other is anα+link.

Whenα′′ > m − β − 1, for any link failure, the remaining
α′′ + 1 − m + β prefixes can be assigned to any links. We
consider two cases.Case I: We assume that theγ links are
among theβ α+links only. Suppose that the two failed linkss
andt areαlinks. Similar to the above proof procedure, we can
show the statement holds.Case II: We assume that theγ links
are not only among theβ α+links but also the firstm − β
αlinks. In this case, the overlapped links among theαlinks can
have as high asα+2α′+4 prefixes while some links among the
α+links can have as low asα+2α′+1 links before the ”free”
prefixes are assigned. In other words, givenγ overlapped
links, the situation thatγ links are among theβ α+links is
the best case in the sense that it needs the least number of
”free” prefixes to balance the prefix distribution. Therefore,
if the ”free” prefixes cannot1-balance the prefix distribution
in Case I where theγ links areα+links, it definitely cannot
in Case II. All in all, if conditions α′′ > m − β− and
2(α′′ + 1 − m + β) − γ + 2α′ < β − 2 are satisfied, there
is no 1-balanced configuration.

Specially, we develop the following lemma to identify a
sufficient condition that there exist two links whose failures
will lead to at leastγ overlapped links.

Lemma 2:Given a setE = {1, . . . ,m} and a subsetE ⊆
E, ∀i ∈ E has atarget setE′

i ⊆ E
′ and i /∈ E

′
i. Given a

numberγ ≤ min{|E′
i|}, if

m
∑

i=1

(

|E′
i|

γ

)

>

(

|E′|

γ

)

(4)

thenmax{|E′
i ∩ E

′
j |} ≥ γ for ∀i, j.

Proof: The elements inE′ have totally
(

|E′|
γ

)

different
combinations of sizeγ. The elements in a target setE

′
i has

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 6
2 4 3 4 2 5 1 5 1 4 1 2 3
5 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 3 3 5 5 4

Fig. 6. 2/1-robust configuration for13 prefixes and6 egress links

(

|E′

i|
γ

)

combinations of sizeγ. If two target sets share a com-
mon combination, they have at leastγ overlapped elements.
According to the pigeonhole principle, if the inequality (4)
holds, there must exist two target sets that share a common
combination.

In the context of this paper, Lemma 2 can be interpreted in
the following way. Given a linki, a set of its prefixes of size
|E′

i| will shift to the link setE′
i if i fails. The target links are

limited to the firstm− β αlinks or the lastβ α+links, which
refer to the link setE′. Lemma 2 gives a sufficient condition
that if the inequality (4) holds, for any configuration, there
must exist at least two linksi and j whose failures will lead
the relevant prefixes toE′

i ∪ E
′
j alternative links but the size

of the overlapped links is|E′
i ∩ E

′
j | ≥ γ.

Lemma 2 together with Theorem 2 helps us to identify a
subset of the settings which have no1-balanced configurations.
Here gives an example setting that a2/1-robust configuration
cannot be constructed. Suppose that we distribute the traffic
of 12 prefixes among6 egress links, i.e.n = 12 andm = 6.
Since12 = [0 × (6 − 1) + 2] × 6 + 0, α = 2, β = 0, α′ = 0
andα′′ = 2, E

′ consists of all the six links and|E′
i| = 2 for

i = 1, . . . , 6. Because6 ×
(

2
1

)

= 12 > 6 =
(

6
1

)

, there must
exist at lest two links, whose prefixes will switch to at least
γ = 1 overlapped alternative link after the links fail. Because
α′′ = 2 < 5 = m − β − 1 and 2α′′ − γ − 2α′ = 3 < 4 =
m − β − 2, according to Theorem 2, there is no1-balanced
configuration.

On the contrary, if the conditions in Theorem 2 is unsat-
isfied, we are able to construct a1-balanced configuration.
For example, we assign13 prefixes to6 egress links, i.e.
n = 13 and m = 6. In this case,α = 2, β = 1, α′ = 0 and
α′′ = 2. The setE′ consists of the first5 links. We are able
to find six target setsE′

i for each linki = 1, . . . , 6, such that
γ = max |E′

i ∩ E
′
j | = 1. The six target sets areE′

1 = {2, 4},
E

′
2 = {3, 4}, E

′
3 = {2, 5}, E

′
4 = {1, 5}, E5 = {1, 4} and

E
′
6 = {1, 2, 3}. Becauseα′′ = 2 < 4 = m − β − 1 and

2α′′ − γ + 2α′ = 3 = m − β − 2, which does not violate the
condition in Theorem 2, we can find a2/1-robust configuration
as shown in Figure 6.

Finally, the configuration derived in this section is also
optimal with regard to the robust min-max-utilization objective
sincemax |Ri/F| is always minimized.

IV. F INE GRAINED ROBUST TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

In this section, we present a greedy algorithm that derives
robust configurations for the general settings where traffic
demands and link capacities are various and route availability
constraint is deployed. Because both the problem of robust
min-max-utilization and robust load-balancing in this setting
areNP-Complete, we have to develop heuristic algorithms to
solve the problem. The input of the algorithm consists of the
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GREEDYASSIGN(P, E, D, C)
1 Sort P such that d1 ≥ d2 ≥ · · · ≥ dn

2 for p ∈ P

3 do Choose i ∈ E s.t. (
P

s∈Ri
ds + dp)/ci is minimized

4 Ri ← Ri ∪ {p}

Fig. 7. Pseudocode ofGREEDYASSIGN algorithm

prefix setP, the egress link setE, the traffic demandsD,
the link capacitiesC and the route availability constraintA.
The output of the algorithm is a configurationG such that
ui/F ≤ ω andui/F −uj/F ≤ δ hold for sub-optimalωalg and
δalg for ∀i, j ∈ E − F, ∀F ∈ 2E.

A. Greedy Algorithms

1) Without route availability constraint and link failure:
For clarity, we first derive the configuration for no link failure
case under the assumption that there is no route availability
constraintsA. The algorithm runs as follows: we first sort
the prefixes in descending order of traffic demands, then we
assign prefixes to an egress link one by one such that in each
step the link utilization of the destination link is minimized.
The pseudocode is shown in Figure 7. The time complexity
of this algorithm isO

(

n(ln n + m)
)

. Theorem 3 shows that
this algorithm provides a boundedδalg.

Theorem 3:In algorithm GREEDYASSIGN, δalg ≤
dmax/cmin = dmax.

Proof: Suppose that then prefixes inP are assigned
by the algorithm in the order of{1, 2, . . . , n}. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the links are ordered in such
a way that after the assignment the first link1 is the link
whose utilization is the maximum and the last linkm is the
minimum. Therefore,δalg = u1 − um. For a link i, assume
that its prefixes are assigned in the order ofti1, ti2, . . . , tisi

.
Let R

l
i denote the prefix set assigned to linki when thelth

prefix has been assigned. We have
∑

s∈Rl
i
ds ≤

∑

s∈R
l+∆

i
ds

where∆ = 1, 2, . . . . For the first link, after we assign the last
prefix n, we have

u1 =

∑

s∈Rn
1

ds

c1
=

∑

s∈R
t1s1

−1

1

ds + dt1s1

c1

According to the algorithm, prefixt1s1
should be assigned in

stept1s1
such that the link utilization of link1 is the minimal.

Therefore,
∑

s∈R
t1s1

−1

1

ds + dt1s1

c1
≤

∑

s∈R
t1s1
j

ds + dt1s1

cj
,∀j ∈ Et1s1

(5)
Since there is no route availability constraint, i.e.Et1s1

= E,
we have

u1 ≤

∑

s∈R
t1s1
m

ds

cm
+

dt1s1

cm

≤

∑

s∈Rn
m

ds

cm
+

dt1s1

cm
= um +

dt1s1

cm

Therefore,

δalg = u1 − um ≤
dt1s1

cm
≤

dmax

cmin
(6)

GREEDYROBUSTBALANCE(P, E, D, C, A)
1 G ← {}
2 for F ∈ 2E

3 do Initialize Ri, i = 1, . . . , n w.r.t. G and F

4 Derive PF w.r.t. F and F

5 Sort PF such that (−|E1|, d1) ≥ (−|E2|, d2) ≥ . . .
6 for p ∈ PF

7 do Choose i ∈ Ep − Gp s.t. (
P

s∈Ri
ds + dp)/ci is minimized

8 Ri ← Ri ∪ {p}
9 Update Gp

10 return G

Fig. 8. Pseudocode of theGREEDYROBUSTBALANCE algorithm

Note that in (6)δalg is upper bounded bydt1s1
/cm. The

algorithm is greedy in the sense that we first sort the prefixes
in the descending order of traffic demands, which makesdt1s1

as small as possible such that the upper bound forδalg as
small as possible.

Similarly, for the min-max-utilization objective, we can
prove that AlgorithmGREEDYASSIGN also gives a bounded
ω, as shown in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4:In algorithm GREEDYASSIGN, ωalg ≤ ū
[

1 +
(m−1)dmax

P

j dj

]

.

B. Incorporating route availability constraints without partial
orders

If we further incorporate the route availability constraints
without partial order into the greedy algorithm, the inequity
(6) cannot be directly derived from the inequity (5) because
Et1s1

⊆ E and link m is not necessarily inEt1s1
. Therefore,

we have to modify the algorithmGREEDYASSIGN as follows:
at the beginning of the algorithm, we sort the prefixes ac-
cording to the ascending order of tuple(−|Ei|, di), i.e. we
first sort the prefixes in ascending order of the size of its
available egress links, then in the descending order of the
traffic demands. The algorithm is greedy in the sense that we
first try to makeEt1s1

close toE as much as possible such
that the possibility that linkm is in Et1s1

becomes as large
as possible. Ifm ∈ Et1s1

, we can get the upper bound shown
in (6) with as small as possibledt1s1

; otherwise, sinceEt1s1

is close toE as much as possible, the difference between
minj∈E uj andum becomes as small as possible such that we
can get an as good as possible approximation for the upper
bound ofu1 − um.

The complete algorithmGREEDYROBUSTBLANCE that ex-
ploits above greedy procedure is shown in Figure 8. At first,
the configurationG for all the prefixes is unknown. We start
with the initial state that the failure link setF = ∅. For
each failure link setF and the configurationG, we can
get a set of ”free” prefixesPF whose destination cannot be
determined by the current configurationG with regard to the
failure of the links inF. At the beginning, the configuration
is not initialized, soPF = P. By utilizing the aforementioned
greedy procedure for the ”free” prefixes inPF, we get the
load balancing configuration for them. Then, we assume one
of the link fails, and re-run the greedy procedure to get the
configuration for the new free prefixes given the existing
configuration and so on until we get all the configurations for
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all the combination of failure links that we need. Accordingly,
the general time complexity of the algorithm isO(mkn(ln n+
m))O(mk+1n).

1) Incorporating route availability constraints: The
GREEDYROBUSTBALANCE algorithm can be easily extended
to the settings where partially ordered route availability
constraint presents. In this case, when the algorithm is
searching for the candidate egress link for a prefixj, only
the currently highest ranked available egress links ofj are
considered. In this way, the algorithm assigns the prefixes
among their egress links in the same rank to achieve the best
balance bound, and at the same time, the partial order of
the egress links imposed by the other routing objectives are
preserved.

C. Evaluation of Greedy Algorithm

We examine the efficiency of the algorithm by simulations.
We first describe the methodology to get the required input of
the problem, then evaluate the performance of the algorithm.

1) Data Acquisition: In this experiment, we derive the
information of the popular prefixes including their traffic
demands and route availability constraints. We first collected
the IP addresses of the world top1000 most visited web sites
from a public ranking site [2] on September 5, 2005. Then
we mapped these1000 IP addresses into around600 prefixes
based on the BGP routing table collected from ROUTEVIEWS
server [1] on the same date. We assume that the traffic
demands for each web site is equal to1 and the traffic
demands for a prefix is the aggregated traffic demands of
the web sites in the prefix. The distribution of the traffic
demands of these prefixes is shown in Figure 9. It shows
that the distribution roughly follows a Zipf distribution with
λ ≈ −2.4. The similar distributions are also found by other
Internet traffic measurement work [7]. Thus we believe that
the traffic demands distribution for the evaluation match the
reality.

We choose six ASs for our evaluation. Three of them are
Internet backbone transit ASs in the North America. The
other three are stub ASs. One of them (STUB1) is a popular
content provider and the other two are IT companies. The
simulation needs the information of the BGP configuration of
these ASs for the prefixes and their egress links. However, the
information is unavailable from public data sources. Instead,
we collect the inferred BGP routing information of these
ASs for the examined prefixes from a web site providing AS

TABLE II

NUMBER OF EGRESSL INKS AND DESTINATION PREFIXES FOR THE

EXAMINED ASS

AS TRAN1 TRAN2 TRAN3 STUB1 STUB2 STUB3
#egress 8 15 13 7 4 4
#prefix 567 574 548 609 618 613

path inference services to the public [18]. For each pair of
destination prefix and source AS, the site provides a set of
possible AS paths in the descending order of likelihood thatthe
path is actually used by the source AS to reach the destination
prefix. We assume that the order of the paths is the default
configuration of the egress link preference for this AS and
destination prefix pair. We will use this default configuration
as the baseline for comparison in the later part.

Based on the collected BGP routing information, we derive
a list of egress links for each AS, the route availability
constraint for these prefixes and ASs, and the default config-
urations of each AS. The statistics on the number of prefixes
and the egress links for these ASs are listed in Table II. We
keep the AS path information through the peer links for the
transit ASs and that through the provider links for the stub
ASs. As a result, only the prefixes reachable through the
peer links for the transit ASs and those reachable through
provider links for the stub ASs are considered, which result
in the inconsistency in the number of prefixes for the six ASs.
In order to incorporate partial orders of the egress links, we
assume that due to geographical constraints, for the top 10%
prefixes that own the largest traffic demands, their first two
egress links in the default setting are superior to the rest of
the available egress links. Also note that, due to the limitation
of the data source, the egress links is at the AS level, i.e. there
is at most one link between two ASs. However, the analysis
and algorithm in this paper can be applied to any interdomain
egress links.

The link capacity of the egress links are inferred in the
following way. First of all, due to technical constraints [14],
we assume that the choice of the link capacities are one of
the following typical values: 155M (OC-3), 622M (OC-12),
1G (GE), 2.5G (OC-48) and 10G (10GE). For each egress
link for an AS, according to the default configuration for all
the prefixes, we can identify a set of prefixes that use this
link as the default egress link in the case that there is no link
failure. Based on the assumption that the default configuration
should ensure load-balancing in certain degree, we assign an
appropriate capacity value for this link such that it is roughly
proportional to the total traffic demands of this set of prefixes.

After we inferred the values ofdi andcj , we will normalize
the values such thatminD = 1 and minC = 1. The
aforementioned procedures provide us a input that is close
to the real settings.

2) Evaluation: Given above information, we run the algo-
rithms for each ASs to derive the configurations and examine
the value of corresponding balance bound. In the experiment,
we examine the performance of algorithm for the events that
no more than2 egress links fail. Given a combination of the
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Fig. 10. Performanceδ for the examined ASs

TABLE III

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE(δ) FOR EXAMINED ASS

ASs TRAN1 TRAN2 TRAN3 STUB1 STUB2 STUB3
δdef 8.7 9.6 5.6 13 71 7.6
δalg 6.7 2.8 1.7 2.5 9.7 0.88

Improve(%) 23 71 70 81 86 89

failure linksF, the values ofδ in different scenarios for the six
ASs are shown in Figure 10. Thex axis represents the index
of the failure scenarios, which is sorted in ascending orderof
the number of failed links. They axis indicates the value of
balance boundδ. For comparison, we take into account two
types of balance bounds:δalg, which shows the balance bounds
of the algorithm-derived configurations, andδdef , which shows
the balance bounds that are calculated according to the default
configurations derived from the original AS path inference
results. The curves show that the configurations derived by the
algorithm always outperform the default configurations even
though we intentionally set the link capacities at the beginning
such that the loads are roughly balanced if no failure presents
and the default configuration is deployed. For example, as
shown in Figure 10(e),δdef can be as worse as500, while
the configuration derived by our algorithm always keeps the
balance boundδalg in the order of1 ∼ 10.

Further, Table III lists the average value ofδalg and δdef

for each examined ASs. It shows that except TRAN1, the
algorithm can reduce the balanced bound by more than 70%
compared with the default settings.

V. RELATED WORK

Although it is said that the state-of-the-art practice of
interdomain traffic engineering is still staying in the ”trial-and-

error” era, some fundamental efforts have been made. Quoitin
et al summarize the current best practices in [21]. Feamster
et al outlined the guidelines for interdomain traffic engineer-
ing [9]. A number of measurement works characterized the
interdomain traffic patterns [6], [8], [23], [27]. The interaction
between the inter- and intra- domain routing and traffic are
also extensively studied in [3], [25]. Furthermore, Wanget al
identified the possible instability caused by the route coordina-
tion in traffic engineering and suggested practical guidelines to
perform safe interdomain traffic engineering in a hierarchical
routing system [31], [32]. The potential instability caused
by AS path prepending for the purpose of inbound traffic
engineering was also studied by Wanget al [30].

Several new mechanisms have been proposed to address the
limitations of BGP for interdomain traffic engineering [15],
[19], [20], [24]. In particular, the optimization methodologies
are widely employed to cope with the complexity in achieving
the interdomain traffic engineering goals [5], [11], [26], [28].
Our work differs from theirs in that we try to derive not only
an optimized configuration but also an optimized configuration
that is robust to link failures. At the same time, an online
intelligent systems ”tweak-it” [29] was developed. The system
keeps track of the network status inside the AS and re-
configure BGP whenever a routing dynamics is detected such
that the BGP configurations are adapted to the network status
in real-time to guarantee the traffic engineering goals. Our
solution is different from theirs in that we derive the BGP
configurations with considering the potential network failures
such that the routing objectives are achieved without the re-
configuration of BGP. Our work is also orthogonal to that of
Teixeiraet al [24], which proposed a mechanism that provides
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flexibility in BGP route egress-point selection.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

BGP routing policies are usually configured without consid-
ering routing dynamics while routing changes are ubiquitous
in the Internet, which might result in undesirable routing
objectives. Therefore, we need to configure BGP in such way
that it robustly preserve the routing objectives in spite of
network dynamics. In this paper, we propose the problem
of robust interdomain traffic engineering. We systematically
investigate the methodologies to derive robust BGP configu-
rations which are able to guarantee the min-max-utilization
and load-balancing objectives on the AS egress links even if
a small number of egress links fail. For the coarse-grained
robust load balancing problem in which the traffic demands
of the prefixes and the capacities of the egress links are
approximately equal, we derive the optimal configurations.
For the fine-grained robust load balancing in which the traffic
demands and the capacities are various, we utilize a greedy
algorithm to derive the robust configuration. The experiment
results show that the algorithm can achieve the robust load
balancing in the real settings for both transit and stub ASs.
Meanwhile, the robust load balancing can be achieved while
the other route objectives are preserved.
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